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Abstract 
The world economy is under recession. The strong financial turbulences, the 
collapses of the main stock exchanges with global extension, the global real 
estate crises and alimentary problems represent the signs of a fundamental 
correction within the global economy. To tackle the unprecedented economic 
storm, governments across the world have been spending trillions of dollars on 
economic stimulus packages to combat the recession, prompting a debate about 
how eventually to unwind this support. Removing the stimulus measures too 
soon could see economies slump again, while leaving them in place too long 
could risk stoking inflationary pressures. How world financial crisis manifest in 
Romania. 
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1. Introduction  
 
European Union has found itself in the middle of global financial crisis. This situation 
unprecedented in the history of union does not leave indifferent those who has the authority to 
decide. The latest communications of the union recognise the global financial crisis has hit the 
EU hard. A squeeze on credit, falls in house prices and tumbling stock markets are all 
reinforcing a slump in consumer confidence, consumption and investment. Households are 
under real pressure. Businesses' order books are down. Sectors dependent on consumer credit – 
like private construction and the automobile industry – have seen their markets sharply 
deteriorate in many Member States. 
 
2. European Union decided: “The time to act is now” 
 
The latest economic forecasts painted a bleak picture of close to zero growth and risks of 
contraction for the EU economy in 2009, with unemployment rising by some 2.7 million in the 
next two years, on the assumption that no corrective action is taken. In the weeks since the 
forecasts came out, economic conditions have deteriorated further: 
  financial market conditions remain fragile, and are likely to be tighter for longer than 
expected; 
  confidence amongst households and firms has fallen much lower than expected; 
  the slowdown has spread to emerging economies with negative effects for European 
exports. 
 
The euro area and several Member States are already in recession. The risk is that this situation 
will worsen still further: that investment and consumer purchases will be put off, sparking a 
vicious cycle of falling demand, downsized business plans, reduced innovation, and job cuts. 
This could push the EU into a deep and longer-lasting recession: the economy contracting 
further next year, and unemployment could rise by several million people. The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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Quick and decisive action is needed to stop this downward spiral. Europe must use all the tools 
at its disposal. This means Member States and the Union working together, coordinating inside 
Europe and feeding into a larger global response. In tackling the financial crisis, the Union 
made sure that the EU level and national action worked together. This was successful in 
bringing stability at a time of immediate danger. Now Member States should again take 
advantage of the strengths of the EU – effective coordination, credible frameworks offered by 
the Stability and Growth Pact and the Lisbon Strategy, as well as the benefits of scale offered 
by the euro and the largest single market in the world. The interplay of national and EU action 
can help all Member States weather the worst of the global economic storms and emerge 
stronger from the crisis. 
 
The euro, in particular, has proved to be an invaluable asset for the EU economies and an 
essential element of stability. Supported by the strong role played by the independent European 
Central Bank, the euro protects against destabilising exchange rate movements, which would 
have greatly complicated the national responses to the crisis. 
A month ago, the Commission took the initiative to outline its plans for dealing with the 
financial crisis, addressing the difficulties of the wider economy and making Europe a key 
player in the global response to the financial crisis. In early November, the EU's Heads of State 
and Government agreed on the need for a coordinated response and asked the Commission to 
make proposals for discussion at their December meeting. 
 
3. How bad it is. Estimates from European Union: August 2009 compared with July 2009. 
Industrial production up by 0.9% in euro area. Up by 0.6% in EU27 
 
The estimates released by Eurostat, the Statistical Office of the European Communities 
emphasized that in August 2009 compared with July 2009, seasonally adjusted industrial 
production 1 grew by 0.9% in the euro area 2 (EA16) and by 0.6% in the EU27 2 . In July 3 
production increased by 0.2% and 0.3% respectively. In August 2009 compared with August 
2008, industrial production declined by 15.4% in the euro area and by 13.5% in the EU27 
.Monthly comparison: in August 2009 compared with July 2009, production of durable 
consumer goods increased by 5.3% in the euro area and by 4.5% in the EU27 . Capital goods 
grew by 1.1% and 1.3% respectively. Intermediate goods rose by 0.5% in the euro area and by 
0.6% in the EU27. Production of energy increased by 0.5% in the euro area and remained 
stable in the EU27. Non-durable consumer goods declined by 1.3% and 0.7% respectively. 
Among the Member States for which data are available, industrial production rose in eleven 
and fell in ten. The highest increases were registered in Italy (+7.0%), Portugal (+5.2%) and 
Slovenia (+4.9%), and the most significant falls in Ireland  (-16.7%), Lithuania (-4.2%) and 
Luxembourg (-3.0%). 
 
Annual comparison: in August 2009 compared with August 2008, production of non-durable 
consumer goods fell by 4.4% in the euro area and by 3.0% in the EU27 . Production of energy 
decreased by 6.0% and 6.2% respectively. Intermediate goods declined by 19.5% in the euro 
area and by 18.0% in the EU27. Durable consumer goods dropped by 20.6% and 16.4% 
respectively. Capital goods fell by 22.3% in the euro area and by 19.7% in the EU27 . 
Industrial production fell in all Member States for which data are available . The largest 
decreases were registered in Estonia ( -27.9%), Luxembourg (-27.4%), Finland (-21.4%) and 
Sweden (-19.2%), and the smallest in Poland (-2.5%), Romania (-4.4%), the Netherlands (-
6.4%) and Portugal (-6.6%). Total industry excluding construction. According to the Council 
Regulation 1165/98 Eurostat publishes national seasonally adjusted data if available. For the 
other Member States (Bulgaria, Greece, Spain, Cyprus and Luxembourg) Eurostat performs 
the adjustment. This means that different methodologies are used to make the seasonal 
adjustment of the national series. The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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The seasonally adjusted euro area and EU series are calculated by aggregating the working day 
adjusted series from individual Member States and performing an adjustment for seasonal 
effects on these series. Therefore the seasonally adjusted figures for total industry (excluding 
construction) is based directly on the working day adjusted series coming from the Member 
States and not on an aggregation of the seasonally adjusted indices from the Member States . 
The euro area and EU seasonally adjusted growth rates might differ from the weighted growth 
rates of the individual Member States (see Methodology of the industrial production index). 
This procedure also implies that the aggregation of the overall figures is not based on the 
published details (intermediate, capital, durable, non-durable goods, energy). 
 
The euro area (EA1 6) includes Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, 
Cyprus, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia and 
Finland. The EU27 includes Belgium (BE), Bulgaria (BG), the Czech Republic (CZ), Denmark 
(DK), Germany (DE), Estonia (EE), Ireland (IE), Greece (EL), Spain (ES), France (FR), Italy 
(IT), Cyprus (CY), Latvia (LV), Lithuania (LT), Luxembourg (LU), Hungary (HU), Malta 
(MT), the Netherlands (NL), Austria (AT), Poland (PL), Portugal (PT), Romania (RO), 
Slovenia (SI), Slovakia (SK), Finland (FI), Sweden (SE) and the United Kingdom (UK).  
 
Industrial production - monthly variation 
% change compared with previous month *  
Total industry  Mar-09  Apr-09  May-09  Jun-09  Jul-09  Aug-09 
EA16  -0.5  -0.5  1.1  0.9  0.2  0.9 
EU27  -0.9  -0.2  0.6  0.3  0.3  0.6 
Belgium  0.9  -2.8  -0.5  0.9  0.6  : 
Bulgaria  -2.4  -0.2  -1.4  -0.7  -0.6  -0.2 
Czech Republic  1.1  0.1  -1.8  3.1  -2.3  4.0 
Denmark  -2.4  -0.9  -1.6  -1.4  3.6  -2.8 
Germany  0.0  -3.0  5.0  1.1  -1.0  1.5 
Estonia  -2.7  -4.4  2.4  -1.0  1.8  -1.1 
Ireland  5.1  -3.5  -3.6  7.3  7.9  -16.7 
Greece  -2.2  -2.3  1.3  -1.2  1.1  0.7 
Spain  -3.0  2.4  -2.7  0.5  -1.0  1.0 
France  -1.3  -1.4  2.6  0.5  0.3  1.9 
Italy  -4.5  1.5  0.1  -0.2  2.4  7.0 
Cyprus  -2.9  -0.8  1.2  0.1  1.0  : 
Latvia  2.8  2.5  -1.9  1.7  -1.2  2.6 
Lithuania  -7.0  -1.2  7.3  1.5  3.5  -4.2 
Luxembourg  -4.9  3.4  0.9  3.4  -6.0  -3.0** 
Hungary  4.9  -5.1  2.5  2.0  -0.5  : 
Malta  :  :  :  :  :  : 
Netherlands  -1.6  -3.4  3.1  1.6  0.5  1.9 
Austria  2.2  -2.7  -0.6  1.1  -0.7  : 
Poland  2.1  1.0  -0.3  1.3  -0.7  0.5 
Portugal  3.4  0.2  -1.2  -0.4  0.8  5.2 
Romania  0.7  0.9  0.1  1.1  0.2  -0.3 
Slovenia  -0.3  -4.2  2.9  0.4  -0.6  4.9 
Slovakia  4.5  -1.2  -2.3  5.9  -0.4  : The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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Total industry  Mar-09  Apr-09  May-09  Jun-09  Jul-09  Aug-09 
Finland  -1.0  -2.9  -2.0  1.0  -3.0  -0.2 
Sweden  -2.1  -2.0  -1.8  -1.9  -0.6  -2.6 
United Kingdom  -0.3  0.0  -0.4  0.6  0.8  -2.6 
 
Industrial production - annual variation 
% change compared with same month of the previous year * 
 
Total industry  Mar-09  Apr-09  May-09  Jun-09  Jul-09  Aug-09 
EA16  -19.4  -21.3  -17.6  -16.7  -15.9  -15.4 
EU27  -18.1  -19.3  -16.6  -15.6  -14.6  -13.5 
Belgium  -11.8  -20.6  -18.1  -14.0  -15.1  : 
Bulgaria  -19.5  -18.8  -20.8  -19.4  -18.7  -15.9 
Czech Republic  -26.1  -16.5  -18.9  -18.2  -4.6  -9.9 
Denmark  -15.2  -14.7  -18.0  -16.7  -11.7  -15.0 
Germany  -21.5  -24.1  -18.9  -18.8  -18.2  -18.0 
Estonia  -29.1  -35.1  -29.8  -30.6  -28.2  -27.9 
Ireland  -2.8  4.7  -8.2  0.7  6.2  -13.6 
Greece  -7.0  -13.1  -8.0  -12.6  -10.5  -9.2 
Spain  -24.2  -19.4  -20.5  -16.0  -18.0  -13.1 
France  -15.9  -19.8  -13.6  -12.3  -12.5  -10.3 
Italy  -24.1  -24.6  -20.0  -21.8  -17.9  -18.3 
Cyprus  -7.7  -12.5  -12.8  -8.1  -8.9  : 
Latvia  -21.4  -18.7  -19.2  -18.4  -17.6  -12.5 
Lithuania  -20.4  -24.7  -18.5  -17.1  -14.7  -14.4 
Luxembourg  -28.4  -25.5  -21.9  -15.3  -23.7  -27.4** 
Hungary  -19.6  -25.2  -22.1  -18.8  -19.3  : 
Malta  :  :  :  :  :  : 
Netherlands  -13.6  -18.1  -10.5  -10.0  -6.8  -6.4 
Austria  -12.7  -15.7  -16.2  -14.4  -13.7  : 
Poland  -9.8  -6.6  -5.1  -4.5  -4.4  -2.5 
Portugal  -6.8  -10.2  -7.8  -11.2  -9.1  -6.6 
Romania  -12.2  -8.1  -8.3  -6.4  -4.5  -4.4 
Slovenia  -19.5  -26.0  -21.0  -22.5  -20.4  -18.4 
Slovakia  -16.8  -22.8  -23.0  -18.4  -21.7  : 
Finland  -20.9  -24.0  -25.6  -21.1  -24.5  -21.4 
Sweden  -19.5  -21.2  -21.5  -20.1  -19.0  -19.2 
United Kingdom  -12.6  -12.1  -12.3  -11.3  -11.0  -7.6 
 
4. Financial crisis in Romania 
 
In the middle of 2008, the financial crisis which broke out in international markets still seemed 
rather remote to most CEE markets, Romania included. Although its influence upon 
development of this part of Europe was not infrequently commented as a driver that might only 
exert a slight impact on dynamic growth of local economies, no-one would have expected so 
severe consequences to appear, though.  
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Over as short a period as a few weeks, capital involved in investments, stock exchanges and 
inter-bank capital started dwindling rapidly, adversely affecting the entire region's economy. 
For instance, over as short a period as two months, the Bucharest stock-exchange index 
depreciated by circa 40%. The crisis will no doubt affect the Romanian housing market as 
well, both on its buyer and developer side, which will be reflected in dropping turnover rates 
and decreasing activity of players on both sides of the marketplace - i.e. the demand and the 
supply. 
 
A significant decrease could have been observed in speculative and investment purchases in 
the Bucharest market, which has materially translated into the number of transactions entered 
into in the primary market. In most residential projects, the sales have decelerated 
considerably, and the progressing financial crisis may seriously contribute to deepened 
slowdown through a series of financial mechanisms.  
 
One material factor being a direct consequence of the crisis is availability and development of 
mortgage-secured loans market. Development of this particular market was clearly 
decelerating in the last quarter and will certainly not achieve in the nearest period dynamism 
close to the one observable in late 2007/early 2008.  
 
One reason for this phenomenon is increasing cost of credit, as combined with large 
fluctuations in the foreign currencies market.. The reference rate of the Central Bank of 
Romania increased within as short as three quarters of a year to 10.25%, up from 7.5%, thus 
increasing the cost of credits or loans drawn by residential unit buyers.  
 
Foreign-currency lending has grown dearer also due to depreciation of the domestic currency 
against foreign currencies, to name e.g. the euro, and albeit the present-date RON/EUR rates 
are not materially different from those of the beginning of 2008 - yet, in June 2007, EUR 1.00 
could still be bought at RON 3.13, whilst the present-day rate is RON 3.74/EUR 1.00 (as at 
28th Oct. 2008). For a household repaying a loan at e.g. EUR 600 per month, this may stand 
for the instalment growing up to RON 366 on a month's scale, without the interest rate growth 
taken into account.  
 
Viewed against a probably decreased growth trend in salaries, as a consequence of tough 
economic conditions under which several enterprises and businesses will be doomed to 
operate, it can be expected that availability of cheap housing loan facilities, being so important 
to development of residential markets, will to a material extent determine the strength and 
scale of demand in the local residential market. Postponing by prospective purchasers their 
decision to buy, based on their expectations to obtain, in a not-quite-distant future, a more 
attractive offer or, simply ensuing from no own funds available - as coupled with the required 
creditworthiness - can be reflected in part of the demand relocating toward the rental market, 
which may cause increased profitability of such investments over the months to follow. 
 
Same as with residential unit buyers, also developers need capital which they acquire from 
banks or other institutions associated with investment/financial operations, to implement their 
investment intents. Similarly as for the demand side, problems with acquisition of investment 
funding means, as combined with a more cautious evaluation of risk(s) on the part of lending 
banks, have caused that the cost of credit became very high for developers, thus materially 
increasing the cost of financial expenses of projects under construction. It is worth 
emphasising that a significant portion of housing investment projects in Romania is (co) 
funded by numerous capital groups originating from countries overwhelmed, to a lesser or 
greater extent, with the financial crisis, which may also get reflected in the scale of developers' 
activity and number of newly-commenced residential projects in the near future. 
 
Given such a situation, the best prepared ones seem to be those developers that have acquired 
lands much earlier on at much lower prices and will at present be inclined to quit their rather The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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high margins. Those whose financial assumptions turned out too optimistic and those whose 
financial standing will not enable them to quietly survive the present economic slowdown may 
in a rather close future struggle with liquidity-related problems. 
 
What's next in the Romanian Economy? The Romanian economy, as is the case with the 
region as a whole, was starting to experience the crisis's effects, but there was seemingly no 
reason to panic. It may be certain, though, that the present outflow of capital, whose inflow had 
in the past period been one of the most essential factors determining economic growth in 
Romania, will affect the pace of development and the living standard of local populace might 
lower accordingly; however, stability of the financial market seems quite good all the same - 
unless something occurs in the market in question which will trigger nervous behaviours of 
local population or banking institutions.  
 
Despite any appearances, a positive driver for the local housing market is the fact that Romania 
is still one of the least developed EU Member States with regards to mortgage-backed loans 
market. Indebtedness of local people is definitely lower than in other countries of the 
Central/Eastern Europe region, and this scarcity is now one of the assets that will allow the 
residential market to avoid a U.S.-like severe shock. On the other hand, the banking system's 
financial stability will require huge amount of control on the part of the local banking 
supervisory authorities. Unless the local financial system and the lending market do not get 
stabilised, the demographic-economic foundations of residential markets of Romania's largest 
cities can remain continually indicative of a considerable developmental potential 
 
5. Intervention of the European Commission and the International Monetary Fund in 
Romania 
 
In a coordination meeting in Brussels of the European Banking Group held on 19 May 2009, the 
parent banks of the nine largest foreign banks incorporated in Romania reaffirmed the 
commitments to take action needed to support their subsidiaries in the country. These 
commitments, along with the balance of payments support package, will help Romania's banking 
system to weather the current crisis better, restore investor confidence, and return the economy to 
a sustainable growth path.  
 
In light of the adverse effects of the global financial crisis on the economic and financial 
situation in Romania, the Romanian authorities requested balance of payments support from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the EU. The World Bank, the EBRD, the EIB, the IFC 
and MIGA are providing financial support, including under the Joint IFI Action Plan. The 
success of the macroeconomic reform program and the balance of payments sustainability also 
depends significantly on the continued involvement of foreign banks in Romania. On 26 March 
in Vienna, Austria, the parent banks of the nine largest foreign banks incorporated in Romania 
(Erste Group Bank, Raiffeisen International, Eurobank EFG, National Bank of Greece, Unicredit 
Group, Société Generale, Alpha Bank, Volksbank, Piraeus Bank) gave a general declaration on 
maintaining their overall exposure to the country and on increasing the capital of their 
subsidiaries, as needed.  
 
Since the meeting in Vienna, the National Bank of Romania has conducted stress tests. The 
results have been discussed with the banks and the outcome confirms that they are well 
capitalised and have high liquidity buffers. As a result of the discussions held on May 19 in 
Brussels, the nine parent banks agreed to submit specific bilateral commitment letters in the 
coming weeks to fulfil the objectives agreed upon in Vienna. These commitments, including a 
precautionary increase in the minimum capital adequacy ratio for each subsidiary from 8 to 10% 
for the duration of the programme, along with the international financial support package will 
help Romania's banking system to weather the current crisis better, support investor confidence, 
and guide the economy to a sustainable long term growth path.  
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The European Banking Group Coordination Meeting for Romania was jointly chaired by the EC 
and the IMF. The World Bank Group, the EBRD, the EIB, the National Bank of Romania 
(NBR), the home country banking supervisors and ministries of finance (Austria, France, Greece 
and Italy) and the European Central Bank also attended the meeting.  
 
6. The proposals of the European Union on the Economic Recovery Plan 
 
The European Economic Recovery Plan is the Commission's response to the current economic 
situation. Given the scale of the crisis we are facing, the EU needs a co-ordinated approach, big 
enough and ambitious enough to restore consumer and business confidence. It needs to bring 
together all the policy levers available at EU and national level. Most of the economic policy 
levers, and in particular those which can stimulate consumer demand in the short term, are in 
the hands of the Member States. Member States have very different starting points in terms of 
fiscal room for manoeuvre. But that makes effective coordination all the more important. 
 
All Member States will need to take action to deal with the crisis. Properly coordinated, 
national efforts can target different goals in parallel. They can cushion the blow of recession in 
the short term. But they can also promote the structural reforms needed to help the EU emerge 
stronger from the crisis, without undermining longer term fiscal sustainability. For this reason, 
this Recovery Plan puts particular emphasis on innovation and greening of EU investment. The 
EU level can act as a catalyst for such "smart action", combining EU policies and funds to help 
Member States maintain or pull forward investments which will create jobs, boost demand, and 
strengthen Europe's capacity to benefit from globalisation. 
 
The strategic aims of the Recovery Plan are to: 
  Swiftly stimulate demand and boost consumer confidence; 
  Lessen the human cost of the economic downturn and its impact on the most vulnerable. 
Many workers and their families are or will be hit by the crisis. Action can be taken to help 
stem the loss of jobs; and then to help people return rapidly to the labour market, rather 
than face long-term unemployment; 
  Help Europe to prepare to take advantage when growth returns so that the European 
economy is in tune with the demands of competitiveness and the needs of the future, as 
outlined in the Lisbon Strategy for Growth and Jobs. That means pursuing the necessary 
structural reforms, supporting innovation, and building a knowledge economy; 
  Speed up the shift towards a low carbon economy. This will leave Europe well placed to 
apply its strategy for limiting climate change and promoting energy security: a strategy 
which will encourage new technologies, create new 'green-collar' jobs and open up new 
opportunities in fast growing world markets, will keep energy bills for citizens and 
businesses in check, and will reduce Europe's dependence on foreign energy. 
 
In pursuing these aims, the European Economic Recovery Plan is designed to: 
  Exploit synergies and avoid negative spill-over effects through co-ordinated action; 
  Draw on all available policy levers, fiscal policies, structural and financial market reforms 
and external action; 
  Ensure full coherence between immediate actions and the EU's medium- to longer term 
objectives; 
  Take full account of the global nature of the problem and shape the EU's contribution to 
international responses. 
 
This European Economic Recovery Plan proposes a counter-cyclical macro-economic response 
to the crisis in the form of an ambitious set of actions to support the real economy. The aim is 
to avoid a deep recession.  
 
The Plan is anchored in the Stability and Growth Pact and the Lisbon Strategy for Growth and 
Jobs. It consists of: The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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  An immediate budgetary impulse amounting to € 200 bn (1.5% of EU GDP), made up of a 
budgetary expansion by Member States of € 170 bn (around 1.2% of EU GDP), and EU 
funding in support of immediate actions of the order of € 30 bn (around 0.3 % of EU 
GDP); 
  And a number of priority actions, grounded in the Lisbon Strategy, and designed at the 
same time to adapt our economies to long-term challenges, continuing to implement 
structural reforms aimed at raising potential growth. 
 
a) Supporting the real economy and boosting confidence 
As the economies of all Member States are highly integrated, sharing one single market and 
many common policies, any response must combine monetary and credit aspects, budgetary 
policy, and actions in the Lisbon strategy for growth and jobs. 
 
b) Monetary and credit conditions. 
b1) The role of the European Central Bank and other central banks 
In the current juncture, monetary policy has a crucial role to play. In the light of reduced 
inflationary expectation over the medium-term, the European Central Bank (ECB) for the euro 
area, along with other EU central banks, has already cut interest rates. The ECB has signalled 
that there is scope for further reductions. The ECB has already demonstrated its importance in 
stabilising markets by lending to banks and contributing to liquidity. 
 
b2) The role of banks 
At the root of the problems in the real economy lies the instability in the financial markets. A 
reliable and efficient financial sector is a pre-requisite for a healthy, growing economy. 
Stabilising the banking system is therefore the first step towards halting the downturn and 
promoting a swift and sustainable recovery. The EU must maintain this common drive to 
rebuild stability and confidence in the still-fragile financial sector and create the conditions for 
a sustained economic recovery. The crisis has shown risks in the current governance of 
financial markets which have or could become real and systemic in times of serious turbulence. 
The pace of reform will be maintained in the coming months to restore stability and protect the 
interests of European citizens and business. 
 
But it is now crucial that banks resume their normal role of providing liquidity and supporting 
investment in the real economy. Member States should use the major financial support 
provided to the banking sector to encourage a return to normal lending activities and to ensure 
that central interest rate cuts are passed on to borrowers. The Commission will continue to 
monitor the economic and competition impacts of measures taken to support the banking 
sector. 
 
b3) The role of the European Investment Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development 
The current crisis requires reinforced interventions from the European Investment Bank (EIB) 
group. The EIB will increase its yearly interventions in the EU by some €15 billion for the next 
two years. As this increased activity will take the form of loans, equity, guarantees and risk-
sharing financing, it will also generate a positive leverage of additional investment from 
private sources. In total, this package proposed by EIB will help mobilise complementary 
private resources to support additional investments over the next two years. To enable the EIB 
to increase its financing activities, Member States should decide before the end of the year to 
incorporate EIB’s reserves to reinforce its capital base in the order of € 60 bn, which will 
provide a highly visible political signal to the markets and which will significantly increase the 
Bank's lending capacity. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is 
also expected to add €500 million per year to its present level of financing in the new Member 
States. The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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c) Budgetary Policy 
Restoring confidence will depend on Europe's ability to boost demand by making use of 
budgetary policy within the flexibility offered by the revised Stability and Growth Pact. In the 
current circumstances, budgetary policy has an even more important role to play in stabilising 
economies and sustaining demand. 
 
Only through a significant stimulus package can Europe counter the expected downward trend 
in demand, with its negative knock-on effects on investments and employment. Therefore, the 
Commission proposes that Member States agree a co-ordinated budgetary stimulus package 
which should be timely, targeted and temporary, to be implemented immediately. In the 
context of national budgets for 2009, this co-ordinated budgetary impulse should be € 170 bn, 
which represents 1.2% of the Union's GDP, in order to produce a substantive positive and rapid 
impact on the European economy and on employment, in addition to the role of the automatic 
stabilisers. Expenditures and/or reductions in taxation included in the budgetary impulse 
should be consistent with the flexibility offered by the Stability and Growth Pact and reinforce 
the structural reforms of the Lisbon Strategy. This budgetary stimulus should be temporary. 
Member States should commit to reverse the budgetary deterioration and return to the aims set 
out in the medium term objectives. 
 
To maximise its impact, the budgetary stimulus should take account of the starting positions of 
each Member State. It is clear that not all Member States are in the same position. Those that 
took advantage of the good times to achieve more sustainable public finance positions and 
improve their competitive positions have more room for manoeuvre now. For those Member 
States, in particular outside the euro area, which are facing significant external and internal 
imbalances, budgetary policy should 
 
7. After one year, EU mulls crisis exit strategy, Economic Recovery Plan delays its  start  
 
The EU laid down a plan for a coordinated exit strategy from expansionary stimulus packages 
that have propped up Europe’s failing economies, but  did not agree a date   for its 
implementation. The main principles of the agreement consist of four pillars which would, 
according to Joaquin Almunia, EU commissioner for economic and monetary affairs, be in 
tune with the framework agreed at last week's G20 summit in Pittsburgh.  
 
The EU's exit strategy would broadly consist of a "timely" withdrawal from stimulus, 
structural and fiscal consolidation at or above 0.5% a year, labour market reforms, boosting 
long term investment and strengthening national budgetary frameworks, Swedish Finance 
Minister Anders Borg  said yesterday at an informal meeting of EU finance ministers in 
Gothenburg. The timing of the exit strategy's implementation is, according to Almunia and 
Borg, at the discretion of each national government. Some countries such as Spain, the UK and 
Germany have already begun cutting public spending, which some observers argue is 
completely out of step with a coordinated exit strategy. However, Borg said, the agreements 
reached were in line with those aired by  UK Finance Minister Alistair Darling during 
yesterday's discussions.  
 
8. Exit by 2011 still uncertain  
 
The European Commission is seeking to set a date for exit strategies by 2011 provided its 
latest forecast shows a return to positive growth. "Our compass is price stability in the medium 
term," Almunia said.  The current indicator for potential growth is at around 1%, but will be 
defined by new information provided by the member states for the Commission's 2010-2011 
forecast next month, Almunia stressed.  According to the commissioner, the recovery will be 
detectable when growth estimates are in line with potential growth expectations without the 
help of stimulus measures but fuelled by normal drivers, like demand from consumption and 
investment.   The Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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Onlookers are sceptical about how this scenario will play out given some countries seem to be 
pursuing their own economic agenda. Borg said there was "no disagreement or vigorous debate 
on the issue of timing," and said leaders had conceived "a broad common language".   
Discussions due to take place in December would clarify the details and timing of exit 
strategies, Eurogroup chair Jean-Claude Juncker said. 
 
9. Employment key structural reform  
 
Almunia said he had also asked ministers to ensure that their next steps would synchronise 
structural reforms and fiscal policy.  Under structural reforms, he stressed that the 
circumstances for gaining employment in EU countries must be improved.  The improvement 
of training and job search facilities and a mechanism to avoid pre-retirement schemes and 
limits on the retirement age were two measures mentioned by the Commissioner. "We must 
increase the possibilities of keeping the over-55s in work," he added.  
 
10. Nine more countries in breach of Stability and Growth Pact  
 
Twenty of the 27 EU countries - including 13 in the euro zone - are now operating above 
the 3% eurozone deficit threshold set by the Stability and Growth Pact. The pact, conceived 
under the 1992 Maastricht Treaty, allows the Commission and the Council to monitor the fiscal 
health of member states that have adopted the euro.  Almunia insisted the pact was very much 
intact and its credibility is only in danger if it is not implemented.  
 
"The pact has to be applied flexibly," stressing that in times of sluggish growth "one can be 
less stringent in complying to budgetary terms of the growth and stability pact".  Under the 
pact's terms, eleven excessive deficit procedures are currently running against member states. 
Almunia confirmed that the Commission would discuss reports regarding nine more countries 
that are in breach of the pact's deficit ceiling.  
 
Germany, which in July forecast deficits would climb to about 6% of GDP in 2010, has 
earmarked a record 86 billion euros in net new borrowing next year. The EU will initiate 
disciplinary proceedings against the country in October, an EU diplomat said on Thursday.  
The French government is also preparing to boost its deficit to 8.5% in 2010 (against 8.2% this 
year) and to postpone a balanced budget to 2015.  Regional  elections next year render it 
extremely unlikely that France will abandon extraordinary measures to ensure a return to 
economic growth by 2011.  
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